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Dear Oregon State Representatives,
As an Oregon citizen for the last 22 years, I am appalled to hear of this kind of invasive legislation knocking at
our doors.
Also it is apparent that the pending legislation to eliminate vaccine exemption is being fast tracked to avoid
opposition. Aside from the particular issue, fast tracking is an inherently undemocratic process and deserves
pushback.
I am not dogmatically anti-vaccine. However, the issue is ultimately one of personal liberty and certain populations
are at risk, especially for those with significant methylation dysfunction - this PubMed link gives an idea of the issues
of autism risk relative to methylation problems - (Abnormal transmethylation/transsulfuration metabolism and DNA
hypomethylation among parents of children with autism).
Regressive autism and other vaccine reactions are real. My family physician Dr Mark Force personally treated ~30
patients over the years that experienced serious vaccine reactions with neurological consequences - loss of verbal
skills, emotional detachment, stemming, toe walking, etc. Some recovered through immune modulating therapies
and some didn't.
Accessing this rarely reported side of the MMR (and other) vaccine issue does not mean I am an anti-vaxxer. It
means this issue needs discussion and independent testing (including at risk children) to offset big pharma
agendas. Vaccine schedules have become ever more aggressive and the justification for these extreme schedules
demands debate. At both ends of the spectrum of this debate is irrational dogma and somewhere in the middle is
the science. Get on the right side of history on this one, and stop this fast-tracking until you have clear, independent
research unencumbered by corporate and pharmaceutical lobbying and financial influence. The children of this next
generation will thank you for keeping their civil liberties and health a priority over special interest.

Sincerely,
Jonathan Joshua
Ashland, Oregon
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